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FortiManager delivers network security management from a single console, with full administration and 

visibility of network devices to optimize your operations efficiency through automation and zero-touch 

provisioning.

The product offering includes:

• FortiManager Appliance: on-premise solution provides best response time and detection technology with full range of 

features and benefits.

• FortiManager Perpetual VM: virtual appliance offering supported across public and private clouds.

• FortiManager VM Subscription: subscription based virtual offering that bundles support and services.

• FortiManager Cloud: subscription to cloud-based network security management.

The Ordering Guide provides a consolidated reference to the relevant FortiManager products and services available to your 

organization.

Available in

CloudVirtualAppliance

200G 410G 1000G 3100G 3700G CLOUD VM
Default Devices/VDOMs 30 150 1,000 4,000 10,000 10

Max Devices/VDOMs with add-on license 8,000 100,000 10,000 100,000

Default ADOMs 30 150 1,000 4000 10,000 Add-On

Max ADOMs with add-on license 8,000 12,000 1,200

Additional Services

FortiAI Assistant Subscription1 ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓

FortiCare Premium Contract ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓

FortiCare Elite Contract ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ No ⃝✓2

Replacement Disks ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓

How to Buy Hardware Bundle Hardware Bundle Hardware Bundle Hardware Bundle Hardware Bundle Multi-Device 
Subscription

VM Bundle/
Subscription

1 FortiAI Assistant Subscription requires FortiManager 7.6
2 FortiCare Elite contract is available for FortiManager Perpetual VM models, not available for the VM subscription models.
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ORDER INFORMATION
FORTIMANAGER 200G 410G 1000G 3100G 3700G
Hardware FMG-200G FMG-410G FMG-1000G FMG-3100G FMG-3700G

Support-only Renewal FC-10-M200G-247-02-DD FC-10-M41G-247-02-DD  FC-10-FM1KG-247-02-DD  FC-10-FM31G-247-02-DD FC-10-M3K7G-247-02-DD

FortiAI Assistant Subscription FC-10-M200G-1118-02-DD FC-10-FM41G-1118-02-DD FC-10-FM1KG-1118-02-DD        FC-10-FM31G-1118-02-DD FC-10-M3K7G-1118-02-DD

Replacement Disks

Replacement Disk SKU SP-FAZ810G-HDD SP-FAZ810G-HDD SP-DAM37G4T

Replacement PSUs

Replacement PSU SKU SP-FAD400F-PS SP-FAZ800G-PS SP-FAZ3000G-PS SP-FAZ3700F-PS

FORTIMANAGER VM
10 Devices 100 Devices 1000 Devices Description

Subscription Bundles FC1-10-FMGVS-258-
01-DD

FC2-10-FMGVS-258-
01-DD FC3-10-FMGVS-258-01-DD All in one subscription bundle including FortiManager VM 

S-series and FortiCare Premium Contract. Fully stackable.

10 Devices 100 Devices 1000 Devices 5000 Devices Description

Perpetual License FMG-VM-10-UG FMG-VM-100-UG FMG-VM-1000-UG FMG-VM-5000-UG Purchase FortiCare Premium Contract or FortiCare Elite 
Contract separately.

FORTIMANAGER CLOUD
3 Devices 10 Devices 100 Devices 1000 Devices Description

Multi-Device Subscription FC0-10-MVCLD-227-
01-DD

FC1-10-MVCLD-227-
01-DD

FC2-10-MVCLD-227-
01-DD

FC3-10-MVCLD-227-
01-DD

FortiManager Cloud Central Management & Orchestration 
Service including FortiCare Premium Contract. Fully 

Stackable.

FORTIMANAGER VM: PRIVATE CLOUD SUPPORT

VMware Citrix Xen KVM Microsoft Hyper-V Nutanix AHV Oracle Private Cloud  OpenSource Xen

FMG-VM ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓

FORTIMANAGER VM: PUBLIC CLOUD SUPPORT

Amazon AWS Microsoft Azure Google GCP Oracle OCI / OPC

FMG-VM ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓ ⃝✓
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ORDER LIFECYCLE: FORTIMANAGER VM PERPETUAL LICENSE

NEW ORDER 
Example: managing 100 devices/Virtual Domains 

Purchase the following SKUs:

• 1x FMG-VM-100-UG (License for managing 100 devices/
Virtual Domains)

• 1x FC2-10-M3004-248-02-DD (FortiCare Premium Support 
for 1 - 110 devices/Virtual Domains)

ADD MORE DEVICES / VDOMS
Example: add 20 devices/VDOMs

1. Purchase the following SKUs as net new 
2x FMG-VM-10-UG (License for adding 20 devices/Virtual 
Domains )

2. Must purchase the following SKUs via a co-term agreement 
1x FC3-10-M3004-248-02-DD (FortiCare Premium Support 
for 1 - 310 devices/Virtual Domains)

Apply the support and services SKUs via co-term to align all 
contracts to the same expiration date. Co-term agreement 
consolidates multiple contracts and services under a single 
end date to make it easier to track and manage renewals.

RENEW ALL FMG VM AND SUPPORT
Use co-term when the first renewal occurs. This aligns all 
contracts to the same expiration date.

UPGRADE TO FORTICARE ELITE SUPPORT
Example: add FortiCare Elite support for 120 devices/VDOMs

Must purchase via a co-term agreement:

• FortiCare Elite Support (1 - 310 devices/VDOMs: FC3-10-
M3004-285-02-DD (x1)

Co-term consolidates multiple contracts and services under 
a single end date to make it easier to track and manage 
renewals.

ORDER LIFECYCLE: FORTIMANAGER VM SUBSCRIPTION BUNDLES

NEW ORDER 
Example: FortiManager VM Subscription with Support 

Direct purchase 1x100-devices/VDOMs includes FortiCare 
Premium:

• FC2-10-FMGVS-258-01-DD

ADD MORE DEVICES / VDOMS
Example: add 20 devices/VDOMs

Must purchase via a co-term agreement:

• 2x10 devices/VDOMs: FC1-10-FMGVS-258-01-DD (x2)

Co-term consolidates multiple contracts and services under 
a single end date to make it easier to track and manage 
renewals.

RENEW ALL FMG VM-SUBSCRIPTIONS
Example: renew all for 120 devices / VDOMs with support

Renewal for 1x100-devices/VDOMs + 2x10-devices/VDOMs:

• FC2-10-FMGVS-258-01-DD (x1)
• FC1-10-FMGVS-258-01-DD (x2)

Use co-term when the first renewal occurs. This aligns all 
contracts to the same expiration date.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Where did the FortiManager Cloud individual subscription SKUs go and 
how do I order FortiManager Cloud? 
FortiGate subscription SKU FC-[model code]-179-02-DD have been EOL/
EOO; customers can purchase the following multi-device subscription SKUs:

SKU DESCRIPTION

FC0-10-MVCLD-227-01-DD Subscription for 3 devices/vdoms managed by 
FortiManager Cloud.

FC1-10-MVCLD-227-01-DD Subscription for 10 devices/vdoms managed by 
FortiManager Cloud.

FC2-10-MVCLD-227-01-DD Subscription for 100 devices/vdoms managed by 
FortiManager Cloud.

FC3-10-MVCLD-227-01-DD Subscription for 1000 devices/vdoms managed by 
FortiManager Cloud.

Do the data for a FortiManager Cloud instance remain in a single 
geographic location?
Yes, after provisioned a FortiManager Cloud instance in a region, such as EU 
Central, the data remain in that region.
Is the FortiManager Perpetual VM being replaced by the FortiManager VM 
Subscription?
• The FMG‐VM will continue to be available. Customers can choose from 

the FMG‐VM or FMG‐VM Subscription with Support.
• There are no plans to EOL the FortiManager Perpetual VM SKU at the 

present time.
How do I extend my existing FortiManager VM Perpetual deployment? 
Customers who already have a perpetual FMG-VM can purchase any of 
the below add-on SKUs to extend the capacity of their existing FMG-VM 
deployment.

SKU DESCRIPTION

FMG-VM-10-UG Upgrade license for adding 10 Fortinet devices/Virtual 
domains; allows for total of 2 GB/Day of Logs.

FMG-VM-100-UG Upgrade license for adding 100 Fortinet devices/Virtual 
domains; allows for total of 5 GB/Day of Logs.

FMG-VM-1000-UG Upgrade license for adding 1000 Fortinet devices/Virtual 
domains; allows for total of 10 GB/Day of Logs.

FMG-VM-5000-UG Upgrade license for adding 5000 Fortinet devices/Virtual 
domains; allows for total of 25 GB/Day of Logs.

Can I replace my FortiManager VM with a FMG‐VM Subscription license 
with FortiCare?
To change from the FortiManager Perpetual VM to the FMG VM Subscription, 
customers can purchase a new subscription license and install on their 
chosen supported platform, and then migrate their data from the old 
perpetual VM to the new Subscription VM.

What is included in FMG‐VM Free Trial and how many trials can I have?
The FortiManager VM Free Trial includes the following:
• 3 Devices/VDOMs + 3 ADOMs.
• Trial licenses do NOT include services or support.
How many free trials can I have?
• Customer can generate 1 free trial for a product on their account at a time.
• Only 1 free trial per product, per account, can be active at a time.
• Once the purchased add‐on license is applied to the trial instance, the trial 

instance is converted into Production Instance.
• Only after the free trial is converted to the production instance, will a new 

free trial be available again for the FortiCare account.
• Once a product has no active free trial on the FortiCare account, a new 

free trial will be available.
*the customer can generate multiple Trial Licenses, but not at the same time.
**for PoCs or for our Demo Labs we still have the Eval Licenses. 60‐days for 
external or 1 Year for internal.
What is the maximum number of Devices/VDOMs that can be added to 
FortiManager appliances?
On the FortiManager 3000 Series and above, the stackable device upgrade 
SKU can be purchased in increments of 100 for adding up to 100,000 
Devices/VDOMs maximum.

UNIT SKU DESCRIPTION

FortiManager-Device-
Upgrade

FMG-DEV-100-
UG

FortiManager device upgrade license for 
adding 100 Fortinet devices/VDOMs (3000 

series and above ‐ hardware only)

How many ADOMs are supported with my FortiManager?
Additional information about ADOM defaults and maximums for FortiManager 
Hardware and VMs can be found on docs.fortinet.com in the release notes 
under Appendix B: 
https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortimanager/7.0.0/release‐notes/432411
Why is BPS (Best Practice Service) no longer available?
The Best Practice Service was discontinued, as it was not being used by 
many Fortinet customers.
Is there a replacement service for BPS or recommended alternative?
No, there is no replacement for this service, however customers can 
purchase Forticare Premium or FortiCare Elite contracts if they require an 
increased level of technical support.
How do I order High Availability for FortiManager?
To add FortiManager High Availability, you can purchase 2 of the same 
FortiManager.
Each FortiManager in the HA cluster should also:
• Be of the same FortiManager series/platform.
• Be on the same FortiManager firmware version
• Be visible on the network
How many licenses are required for managing FortiGate-CNF device type?
A single FortiGate-CNF instance with root and traffic VDOMs (default) it only 
takes 1 device license, even when it auto scales.

NSE TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
FCP - FortiManager Administrator Training and Certification
Learn the fundamentals of using FortiManager for the centralized network 
administration of many FortiGate devices , explore deployment strategies, 
which include single or multiple ADOMs, device registration, policy 
packages, shared objects, installing configuration changes, provisioning 
FortiManager as a local FortiGuard distribution server, and troubleshooting 
the features that are critical to day-to-day use after you deploy 
FortiManager.

Ordering Information

SKU DESCRIPTION

FT-FMG Instructor-led Training – 2 full days or 3 
half days

FT-FMG-LAB On-demand Labs in self-paced

NSE-EX-FTE2 Certification Exam

Course Description
For more information about prerequisites, agenda topics and learning objectives, please refer to the course description at https://training.fortinet.com/
local/staticpage/view.php?page=library_fortimanager.

https://docs.fortinet.com
https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortimanager/7.0.3/release-notes/432411
https://training.fortinet.com/local/staticpage/view.php?page=library_fortimanager
https://training.fortinet.com/local/staticpage/view.php?page=library_fortimanager
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